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• Goal 1: Create a safer transportation experience for 
everyone 
– Objective 1.3: Improve the safety of the transportation 

system 
• Goal 2: Make transit, walking, bicycling, taxi, 

ridesharing and carsharing the preferred means of 
travel 
– Improve the use of all non-auto modes 

• Goal 3: Improve the environment and quality of life in 
San Francisco 
– Objective 3.1: Reduce the Agency’s and the 

transportation system’s resource consumption, 
emissions, waste and noise 

Strategic Goals & Objectives 



Key Accomplishments in 2013 
• Transportation Task Force 
• Bicycle Strategy Updates 
• Bay Area Bike Share 
• Completed 12 bike lane/spot improvements 

– 11 Bike Plan projects remaining 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SFMTA completed many exciting bicycle projects in 2013.  Participating in the Transportation Task Force enabled discussions about the funding gap needed to complete the base, enhanced, and full build out of the bicycle network. Updates on the Bicycle Strategy include completing the draft report in April, completing the comfort and demand technical analysis, hosting a workshop, and developing a recommended set of CIP projects. The release of the Bay Area Bike Share program this past summer of 35 stations and 350 bikes in San Francisco is a key driver to increasing mode share.  The 12 Projects completed in 2013 include: Market/Valencia signal timing improvementsMarket Street Bicycle BarometerFell & Oak (Phase II) Great Highway bicycle lanesMcCoppin Street bicycle lanesMarket Street repainting/ new sharrowsSloat Boulevard bicycle lanesEmbarcadero green lanesBay Area Bike Share (350 bikes @ 35 stations)11th Street Green WaveFolsom Street Road DietFolsom Street Pilot Cesar Chavez Streetscape



Key Results: 14% Return on Investment 

• 96% growth in people 
bicycling since 2006     
(21 intersections) 

• 14% growth in people 
bicycling since 2011      
(40 intersections) 

• Growth observed at all 
intersections with bicycle 
improvements 
implemented since 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SFMTA Bicycle Count Report was released in December 2013. 51 key intersections were surveyed during the evening peak period in September. Results indicate that bicycling has grown by 96% since 2006 at the same 21 intersection and 14% since 2011 at the same 40 intersections.  Specifically, all intersections with improvements implemented since 2011 experienced an increase in people bicycling. 



2013 Bicycle Strategy Focus Areas 

Network  
Comfort & Gaps 
 
Promoting safety 
 
Expand funding  
 
Bicycle parking  

 
 

Strategic Plan Objective: Upgrade 10 miles 
per year to increase level of comfort/year 
  
Strategic Plan Objective: Reduce Collisions 
 
Strategic Plan funding gap: $21.5 M/ year 
 
Strategic Plan Objective: 500 per year 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These four focus area were key challenges identified during the 2013 MTAB workshop presentation.  Over the course of the year, Sustainable Streets focused on achieving the Strategic Plan objectives to improve conditions around bicycle safety, comfort, parking, and funding opporutnities.  The outcomes include:  Network Comfort/Gaps- Outcome: Upgraded 8 miles Promoting Safety- Outcome: Truck Safety Campaign, Folsom Street Pilot, Bicycle Strategy Workshop, Launching Bicycle Safety Design WorkshopExpand funding- Outcome: Transportation Task Force incorporate full build out scenario, $44.55M projected SFMTA 5 YR CIPBicycle parking- Outcome: 546 bicycle racks installed (429 sidewalk,   117 on-street corrals)Note: 4 bicycle fatalities in 2013. Injury analysis still underway. 



Updating the Bicycle Strategy 

Updates will include: 
1. Prioritization framework 
2. Comfort assessment 
3. Citywide demand analysis 
4. Focus group workshop findings 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bicycle Strategy Update will  include additional sections to summarize the comfort assessment, demand analysis, and findings from the stakeholder workshop. The next few slides will discuss each of these findings in more detail. 



1. Prioritization Framework 
Strategy Miles (upgrade/expansion) 

Allocation/Treatment Types by Area 

Capital Improvement Programs 

Workshop 
Input 

Scoring 
Factors 

Data 
Driven 
Scoring 
Factors 

Existing Network: 
Comfort Analysis 

Citywide Street 
Network: 

Demand Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mileage goal identified in the Strategic Plan is the guideline framework for our mode share goals and implementation of the Bicycle Strategy.  The comfort assessment and demand analysis were used to identify key on and off network bicycle upgrade opportunities.  The improvements were distributed to areas based on the demand analysis and feedback received during the workshop about how much allocation to focus in each demand area; this approach was used in order to maximize the potential for increasing bicycle mode share with future investment. In order to filter for suitability, roadway segments with grades less than 7%, not on a Muni Rapid network, and opportunities to collaborate with Green Connections improvements were used to help prioritize high potential projects.  



2. Focus on Upgrading 50 Miles of           
Primary Corridors 

Purpose:  
Analyze comfort 
on the existing 
network to identify 
barriers and 
opportunities for 
upgrades 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The comfort assessment weighs factors in GIS to quantify level of stress of the existing bicycle network. Negative factors include: Proximity to rail, high speeds, wide roadways, freeway, Muni Rapid Route, bicycle crashes. Positive factors include: Bicycle lane, path, buffered bicycle lane, bike boulevard, enhanced facility. This analysis is one of the factors used to determine future potential projects to include in our CIP. Improvements are targeted in LTS 4 & 3 (red and orange) segments along they main corridors. 



Example of Upgrades in Effect 

  Assessment 
   2013 

 
 
 
 

   Applied  
   2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see from this example, infrastructure/signal improvements on Market Street and the Valencia Jug Handle results in improved comfort along this corridor.  The application of these changes is reflected in the comfort analysis. 



3. Citywide Street Network: Network 
Expansion Demand Analysis 

Purpose:  
• Data driven 

approach to 
analyze demand 
by area  

• Identify smart 
investments to 
focus network 
expansion 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Analyze bicycle demand to identify opportunities to expand/enhance the bicycle networkLand use and socio-demographic factors used to categorize streets as highest, high, medium, and lowest demandUnlike the comfort assessment, which is focused on the existing bicycle network, the bicycle demand analysis evaluated all City streets.  Utilizing GIS, land use and socio-demographic factors were assigned values in GIS to the street network to measure level of bicycle demand.Factors include: -Proximity to bus, rail, Caltrain, BART, bike share-Proximity to schools, universities, commercial districts, large development-Level of bicycle commuting, employee density, car ownershipKEY FINDINGSPrioritize investment in high demand areasTier 1 highest demand areas include:Financial District, Tenderloin, SOMA, Mission, and Potrero Hill neighborhoods, as well as small pockets located in Park Merced, Balboa Park BART, Inner Sunset, Inner Richmond, and Pacific HeightsTier 2 high demand areas include: Portions of the Bayview, Mission Terrace, Ingleside, SOMA, Mission, Hayes Valley, North Beach, Marina, Sunset, and Richmond neighborhoods



4. Bicycle Strategy Workshop 
• Purpose: Engage with community to vet data driven 

methodology 
• 50 representatives attended 

– Shared experiences and ideas about bicycling to prioritize 
investments by area and treatment types 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic Planning & Policy organized a workshop in December 2013 to share our findings from the comfort and demand needs assessment. It provided the opportunity to discuss bicycling experiences, to identify positive and negative interactions with bicycling, and allocate level of investment by area and treatment type. Focus group participants included representatives from Accessibility, Bicycle Coalition, Bicycle Advisory Committee, Rideshare, Planning, Public Works, Car Share, Taxis, SF Port, Livable City



Allocation of Bicycle Facility Improvements 

Workshop Input:  
75% improvements 
focus in highest 
demand areas 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving forward, we are proposing to use the following average allocation proportion by area to meet the current and future need for bicycle facilities. 



Workshop feedback: Focus on the 
basics, improve safety and comfort 

• Focus on low cost 
and quickly 
implementable 
treatments 

• Use data driven 
approach to 
improve comfort 
and safety 

• Focus on safety 
education 

Intersection Treatment 
for Comfort & Safety 

Interim Cycle Track 

Neighborhood Connector Standard Bicycle Lane 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One workshop session focused on bicycle treatments and locations where they are most needed/ applicable.  It’s not a surprise, but still interesting to note, that we do not need to be focusing on expensive, long term projects but rather low cost and quickly implementable solutions like intersection treatments, interim cycle tracks, neighborhood connectors, and standard bicycle lanes.Where we landed: We applied the percent allocations to the bicycle route mileage goals to determine facility expansion and upgrades by area.  If you look into your packet you will find the detailed tables of projects to achieve our 50 miles of upgraded network and 12 miles of expansion opportunities.  



Safety is our #1 Goal 

• Partnering with 
Dept. Public 
Health to 
develop safety 
analysis 

• Design focus on 
safety/comfort 
engineering 
solutions to 
these hotspots 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have completed the data driven analysis. We received feedback from community members.  Now we are working to implement these improvements to the bicycle network.  Since safety is our #1 goal, hot spot improvements to increase comfort, connectivity, and safety is key. The Strategic Plan scenario goal is to upgrade 50 intersections.  Hot sport improvements will be prioritized using the findings of a detailed crash profile analysis which Livable Streets and DPH will be completing in Spring 2014. A preliminary look at key locations that came up during the outreach include:8th/ FultonArguello/Fulton3rd/ LincolnMasonic/FellMasonic/OakSanchez/15th/  MarketChurch/ 14th/   Market17th/ChurchNorth Point/ Embarcadero“Hairball”Valencia/ DuboceOctavia/PageMarket/Page8th/Market16th/Harrison16th/PotreroTownsend/8thOther Opportunity Areas: Access to Golden Gate ParkSOMA Freeway Ramps



Delivering the Bicycle Strategy Actions 
• In order to meet our 2018 Bicycle Strategy mode share of 

8-10% we will need to: 
– Adequately fund project design, communication and capital 

needs 
– Prioritize project phasing, with low-cost interim treatments 

while capital funds accumulate 
– Identify early coordination and communication opportunities 

with our stakeholders 
– Invest in evaluation and monitoring with before and after 

data  
– Focus enforcement on data from safety/crash profile analysis 
– Complete Modal Hierarchy Analysis clearly identifying street 

mode priorities 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These criteria will be used to determine which projects should be implemented first.  It will also determine the feasibility of proposed projects. 



Next Steps to Grow Bicycle Mode Share  

• Bicycle Strategy Update (Spring 2014) 
• Bicycle FY2014-2019 CIP(April 2014) 
• Focused Safety Hotspot Design Workshop 
• Bicycle Injury Analysis with Dept. Public 

Health/SFPD (April 2014) 
• Bicycle Safety Campaign  
• Truck Safety Campaign 
• 2014 Mode Share Data Collection (Spring 2014) 
• Bicycle Transit Integration Toolkit (Summer 2014) 
• 2014 Multi-modal counts (Fall 2014) 
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